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Sales Management Software
Designed for Distributors in
an Easy-to-Implement
“Software as a Service” Model
Distribution is a tough industry. Everyday
new competitors start-up in your own
backyard. Margins are eroding. Costs are
increasing. New sales are harder to find
than ever.
SMP is set apart from the competition by
its “Software as a Service” or SaaS model,
providing hosted applications for CRM,
sales and marketing collaboration, as well
as e-marketing. We license our products
to customers, allowing them on-demand
access to Sales Management Plus and
MarketPro. This service model eliminates
the overhead of server purchases, regular
maintenance, dedicated IT staff, and
takes the burden of ongoing backup and
disaster recovery planning off of the
client. Our service model allows us to
handle all that for you.

Sales Management
Plus: Distributionspecific CRM

SMP Mobile: Solutions
to bring your data in and
out of your office

DataView: Profiling,
analysis, meaningful
data and instant graphs

MarketPro: Rich
electronic marketing
campaigns designed for
distributors

ERP Integrations to
leading distribution
systems like Eclipse,
P21, Infor SX.e, Mincron
and more
Support and training
from a team with years
of experience in the
distribution industry
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Some customers are better than others. But do you know who is who in your own
customer base and do you have a standard methodology for categorizing your
customers? Most distributors use some simple methods based on sales volumes or
days to pay to determine their best customers but these measures are not sufficient
for really understanding your customer’s behavior.
What makes a customer great and how do we improve our relationships with our lessthan-great customers to turn them into great customers? In this SMP Green Paper,
we’ll explore these critical questions as well as provide action plans for improving
customer purchasing behavior in several different categories.

Good, But Not Yet Great

Distributors have traditionally used a particular set of measurements to determine
which of their customers are good customers compared to the rest. You may even use
some of these to varying degrees in your own company.
Using traditional measurements comes with some built-in assumptions that may or
may not be accurate in determining customer quality and worse, may lead to
misidentifying some bad customers as good customers. Some typical assumptions
include:
• Sales Revenue. Distributors who focus on sales revenue assume that the
customers we bill the most are the best. Unfortunately, this doesn’t take into
account a whole range of other considerations that affect profitability.
• Total Gross Profit. Moving beyond simple revenue is a good first step, so some
distributors believe that the customers with the highest gross profit are the
best. The problem with this metric is that a customer might have a large total
gross profit, but an even larger cost of goods sold and cost to serve which puts
additional operational strains on the organization.
• Gross Profit Percentage. Some distributors believe that the customers with the
highest gross profit percentage must be the best. While this is better than
simply measuring total gross profit, it doesn’t take into account all the costs
and activities involved in servicing that customer.
• Average Days Outstanding. Perhaps the customers who are better at paying on
time are the best. Customers who pay quickly definitely help our cash cycle;
however, fast payments don’t necessarily indicate that we are building long
term profit and value in our companies.
• Net Profit. Some distributors go as far as analyzing gross profit less activity
based costs. This can be very close to the truth, but accurately measuring and
compiling activity based costs can be difficult.
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As you can see, using any of these measures presents a very one-dimensional picture
of your customer relationship. Perhaps the biggest problem in all of these measures is
that they fail to account for controllable elements of your customer relationship. In
other words, none of these measures help you change the behaviors of your
customers in ways to generate long-term value for your company.

What Makes a Customer Great: Quality and Frequency

The measurements we just discussed tell us something about the quality of our
customers and customer transactions. They help us determine if our customers are
bringing in decent revenue in a profitable fashion. Profitable customers are good.
The best customers have another important element in their relationship with us and
that is frequency. How regularly does a particular customer place a sale with your
company? Frequency is an element that improves the efficiencies of our entire
business while at the same to adding some predictability to our sales can cash flow as
more frequent purchases help us predict future purchasing patterns as well. We all
know that the longer it takes for a customer to return to your business, the less likely
that customer will return at all. Measuring revenue, DSO, net profit and more is only
important if the customer is going to place another order and continue placing orders
on a regular basis. Frequent customers with high quality are great.
We suggest segmenting your customers based on a combination of quality and
frequency to get a well-rounded look at your customer base. You will want to do this
for your entire customer base.
•

•
•
•

Quality. Start by measuring the average revenue or average gross profit dollars
per order. You can use one or both, as long as you are consistent. You will want
to take the total company gross profit dollars and divide that by the total
number of orders company wide to get the average gross profit for order. For
example, if you serviced 100,000 orders that generated a total of $10,000,000 in
gross profit, your average gross profit per order would be $100.
Frequency. Next, calculate the number of orders a customer places over a time
period.
Quality X Frequency. By multiplying quality and frequency, you get a real
measure of which customers are more valuable in the same time period.
Filter by DSO and Size. Finally, filter your results by average days to pay and the
minimum size of your ideal customer. Small or disengaged customers can skew
the results.
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This analysis gives you an indication of customer behavior based on the quality of
orders and the frequency of orders. It allows you to segment your best customers into
groups related to quality and frequency so that you can identify and respond to each
group in a unique manner.

Identifying Your Best Customers

We’re grateful to Neil Gillespie, author, wholesale distribution consultant and Principal
at Shamrock Growth Associates for sharing what he has learned about buying
behavior and the power of
setting up strategies to affect
customers buying behavior.
This suggested analysis of
your customer based is the
result of his insights.
Once you’ve started
considering quality and
frequency together, you can
identify your greatest
customers. Group your
customers into four categories
depending on if they are above
or below your averages for
quality and frequency:
• Great customers are
above average in both
order size and orders per
month.
• Big Shots are customers who place above average orders, but less frequently
than average.
• Frequent customers have a lower than average order size, but place orders with
above average frequency.
• Tentative customers are below average in both order size and order frequency.
In addition to placing customers in categories for quality and frequency, we
recommend that you filter out customers with average less than $5,000 per year in
order volume since small customers will skew your averages downward. You should
also filter the customers in your “Great,” category based on a maximum acceptable
average days to pay to identify the most important customers in your business.
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Create a Targeted Plan

After performing your customer segmentation based on order quality and frequency,
there are some actions you can immediately take, There are many ways to measure
and track customers in these four categories, but one simple method is simply to
identify new marketing interest categories in your CRM system. This makes it easy for
your marketing employees and sales reps to create targeted lists based on order
quality and frequency to run new campaigns aimed at each group.
Great Customers
Your great customers are the ones that are the most important to your business. They
are also the customers your competitors most want to take away from you. You
should focus on activities that create loyalty and improve customer retention.
Instruct your team to treat your best customers differently. Provide special things for
this group like free deliveries, after hours services, entertainment, free training or
support and extra attention in general.
Ask your reps to spend some extra time with these customers just listening to them.
Get creative to find out how you can help improve their own business results and
productivity. Make them understand that you want to be a real partner in their
business and do more than just provide products.
Big Shots
We call customers with low frequency and high order volume “big shots,” because of
the way this type of customer often acts when they finally do get around to purchasing
something from you. Even though they may not be on your great customer list
because of lack of frequency, they feel like they should be treated like a great
customer whenever they arrive. Some of your sales reps may feel the same way about
these big shot customers because it feels good to take a big order. Unfortunately, their
lack of consistency tells a different story. Your job is to move them into the great
category by increasing their order frequency.
Big shot customers are somewhat rare in most branch locations, so the most
important thing you can do is have your reps reach out to them individually to learn
more about why their orders are infrequent. In some cases, it may simply be the nature
of their business. They may have some seasonality in their purchasing. Perhaps they
work large but long jobs where they place large orders but don’t return until the next
job comes around.
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In most cases, however, you will probably find that they work with multiple competitors
and could be open to working more closely with you if you understood their business a
little bit better. Ask questions about how you could better serve them and earn more of
their business and share stories of how you’re helping and supporting your great
customers.
Frequent Customer
Frequent customers can present some unique issues for your business because they
place many small orders. If the gross profit per order is not high enough, they can eat
up a lot of profits because of the costs of servicing many small orders. Yet they are
also your best opportunity for profit improvement if you can improve the mix of
products you sell to them. A solid distribution-centric CRM system like SMP makes
this very simple.
The goal with frequent customers should be to improve your share of wallet with that
customer by cross selling and upselling other products. When you analyze your sales
history, you often find that frequent customers are cherry picking you for a particular
item. This is often because you didn’t find them and earn their business, they found
you for a brand. So you lack the typical selling relationship you have with your best
customers and probably don’t understand as much about these customers as you
could.
A good first step is to run a customer report card from your CRM system. This provides
a high-level view of their year-to-date orders as well as a summary of the orders they
placed in the previous year. Ideally, this report card should be organized by the brands
or product categories you sell to understand more about your customers’ purchasing
habits and needs. It becomes an incredibly valuable tool to help your reps generate
new conversations with your frequent customers about your product lines to ask for
more of their business.
From there your reps can send emails or make calls to frequent customers about
discounts and vendor rebates to get them thinking about all of your product lines.
Tentative Customers
Tentative customers with below average order quality and frequency are unfortunately
often the 80% of the 80/20 rule. There are a lot of them in your customer base and they
can be damaging to your profits if you don’t watch them carefully.
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It can be very difficult to find opportunities for sales growth in this group, but there are
opportunities. It just takes a little more work to find the potential great customers
hiding in the masses.
A good starting place is to filter these customers by profitability or days to pay. The
sad truth is that there are many customers in this list that you’d be better off without.
You just don’t want small, unprofitable and difficult to serve customers holding back
your profits and taking time from your great customers. For those customers, at least
raise their prices so they become more profitable, demand upfront or credit card
payments and in the worst cases, send them to your least favorite competitor.
For the customers you do want to keep, don’t try to get all of their business all at once,
but try to move them into either the frequent category with plays similar to those you
run for the big shot customers, or conversely, try to up their order size with similar
actions you would take with frequent customers.

The Value of Integrated CRM

In one fairly simple segmentation exercise, you now have at least seven different
categories of customers:
1. Great customers with good DSO
2. Great customers with longer DSO than desired
3. Big shot customers
4. Frequent customers
5. Tentative customers with whom you want to increase frequency
6. Tentative customers who could place larger orders
7. Tentative customers you want to fire
The easiest way to generate and leverage these new categories is through carefully
targeted email campaigns and call lists. This becomes even more powerful when both
your CRM and ERP data are integrated to help you generate your initial lists and
profiles. Your CRM data is rich with behavioral information – who purchased what,
from whom, when and if your sales reps are on top of things, why they purchased. Your
ERP also has very valuable information to help your email campaigns and profiles
such as product costs, customer pricing matrices and more. This combination of data
gives you even more granularity to examine each of the above categories in deeper
dives. It helps you target exactly the right kind of message to the right set of
customers.
An integrated and distribution-specific CRM system saves you hours creating and
marketing to these lists. Your team also becomes more effective in their sales and
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marketing efforts by spending more time with customers offering them on-message
information that specifically matches their needs and business goals. When your CRM
is integrated to your ERP system, you gain a much larger picture of your customers so
that your sales reps can be fully engaged with them at a deeper level.

Creating Great Customers: Your Action Plan

Committing to a long-term plan for turning good customers into great customers
requires a simple, but well orchestrated plan that becomes built into your company
culture. Here is a quick action summary of what we’ve covered so far that will help you
improve your relationships with all of your customers. Of course, this plan assumes
you have the right technology in place. If you do not have a distribution-centric CRM or
are not familiar with the best ways to use your CRM system, you should first spend
some time investigating new technology or training options. SMP can help you with
this initiative.
•

•
•

•

•
•

Organize your company culture around quality and frequency. This is not to say
that you should ignore customer profitability and DSO. But when your entire
company makes it their mission to improve order quality and frequency all the
health indicators of your company will improve with your customer base.
Pull customer data for quality and frequency to establish averages.
Filter some of the customers for accuracy:
o Filter out customers with orders totaling less than $5,000 per year to
avoid skewing your averages downward.
o Filter your great customers into two categories by an acceptable length
of days to pay.
o Filter your tentative customers into two categories based on profitability
or days to pay.
Plot your customers into four groups – Great, Big Shots, Frequent and Tentative
– based on if they are above or below your averages for order quality and
frequency.
Create carefully crafted messaging, sales talk tracks, marketing campaigns and
assign tasks in your CRM system.
Run plays for every customer group:
o Great customers with good DSO
o Great customers with longer DSO than desired
o Big shot customers
o Frequent customers
o Tentative customers with whom you want to increase frequency
o Tentative customers who could place larger orders
o Tentative customers you want to fire
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•

Track, measure results and collaborate with your teams for constant
improvement.

About SMP

Durable goods distributors deserve powerful, efficient and integrated sales
management software built to save time, increase sales and optimize their sales and
marketing efforts. With more than ten years of proven success in the distribution
industry and integrations to all of the leading distribution software systems, SMP
understands your unique needs and opportunities.
We believe distributors need a sales management system that:
• Leverages proven sales and marketing techniques from the best-in-class
companies in the distribution industry.
• Integrates easily with distributors’ legacy and new business system platforms
like Eclipse, Prophet 21, Infor SX.enterprise, Mincron, MS Dynamics , and many
others.
• Provides powerful tools that help distribution sales leaders to categorize sales.
• Combines real-world distribution experience with advanced cloud-based
technology.
• Provides comprehensive solutions to sales, marketing and customer support.
Most importantly, we’re distributors just like you. We didn’t set out to build the typical
kind of CRM system that forces you and your team to adapt to our processes—we set
out to build a system that would match distribution best practices from your first day
of installation. No other sales management system integrates directly to your
distribution software system to gather data, provide actionable analysis and help you
create specific sales and marketing plans that lead to growth. We understand how you
run your business—from identifying and reaching potential customers all the way to
post-sales follow-up and customer marketing.
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